Abstract

In the modern era, it has been observed that the greater involvement of western culture in Indian culture spoils Indian youth. The quality of love (QOL) in twenty first century Indian youth has been continuously degraded now a days because of the structure of true love in lover’s relationship is not defined clearly. In this paper, authors perform a theoretical analysis on four different types of relationships viz. one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, many-to-many exists in 21st century youth correspondingly proposes two methodologies that are termed as break-up for love making and break_up after time pass. The significance to develop new methodologies is to measure the quality of true love in twenty first century youth. The motivation towards the measurement of quality of love (QOLO) is to maintain the reliability or stability in lover’s relationship throughout the life. As results collected from theoretical analysis, the quality of love (QOLO) can be easily measured by studying several different parameters as an example loyalty, honesty, truthfulness, ego, satisfaction etc. After the measurement of quality of love, they will further calculate the degree of quality of love by utilizing proposed formulae. The most important or interesting parameter used to measure the degree of quality of love is to check the
level of understanding between lovers where both are individual personalities.
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